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Abstract—This paper provides a vision and proposes mechanisms to transform the blockchain duplicated computing into distributed parallel computing architecture by transforming smart contract which features data as the first class of citizen to support moving computing to data strategy. This new distributed parallel computing architecture can be employed to build a large size of data set from distributed hosted medical data sets which consists of personal electronic medical record (EMR) and various medical data. This large medical data set will enable researchers to jump start the deep learning research for medical domain. Distributed data management, distributed data sharing, and distributed computing analytics and learning are the core mechanisms in the new architecture. The new researches and developments required to employ Google federated learning and transfer learning algorithms in this new architecture are also discussed. The approach and mechanism enabled by the new architecture is illustrated to build a real world evidence of clinical trial toward personal and precision medicine. Research issues and technical challenges are provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to achieve peer to peer trust transaction among untrusted infrastructure and users across Internet, blockchain [1-3] is originally designed as a duplicated computing architecture that every blockchain node running the identical code with the same ledger. As a result, it suffers the scalability issue [4] that the performance (transaction latency and throughput) cannot scale up propositionally along with the number of nodes increasing. On the contrary, the performance of a single node is better than multiple nodes due to the faster consensus that blockchain broadcasts all the transactions of intent ledger modifications to all participants. It is through this broadcasting protocol that consensus of the distributed ledger modifications is agreed upon.

Most concerned issue of the duplicated computing is the waste of electricity. According to Digiconomist [5] the estimated power used for miner to verify bitcoin blockchain transactions is 30.14TWh a year, which exceeds electricity a year than Ireland as well as other 19 European countries. The duplicated transaction validation is repeatedly executing the hash computation of the validation puzzle by all miners in order to achieve consensus and maintain the data synchronization of blockchain distributed ledger. It would be very useful to channel these computing power for something which can provide some other benefits to society.

“Proof of Stack” [6] is one proposal to improve the wasting electricity in mining. It replaces the hash computation mechanism with the virtual mining mechanism in which the winning probability of block mining of each miner node is proportional to the amount of the virtual currency balance of the miner node. This approach resolves the wasting energy issue, but it is still a duplicated computing mechanism. Lightning network [7] approach reduces the number of transactions needed to be recorded in the distributed ledger for improving the performance. It creates a channel between two accounts. The created channel will be used by multiples of following up transactions between these two accounts. These intermediate transactions will not be broadcasted and recorded in the distributed ledger, but only the final results. From the distributed ledger point of view, it only sees one final transaction occurred. As such, lightning network reduces the loading of the number of transactions to improve the system overall performance. This approach does reduce some wasting energy by reducing the number of the transaction validations required, but it is still a duplicated computing mechanism. Sharding [8] approach does not let all the nodes to validate every single transaction, instead, it dynamically distributes the validation tasks for a given single transaction to a group of nodes. Such that the validations of different transactions can be done in parallel to improve the system performance. However, the parallel transaction validation, if not carefully managed, will be at risk of the double spending problem that the blockchain is designed to solve. Sharding approach provides a degree of parallelism in the transaction validation, but it only addresses the duplicated computing issue of transaction validation in mining space, but not provides a distributed and parallel computing architecture for arbitrary computation. Both ethereum enterprise alliance [9] and hyperledger Fabric [10] define a new category of smart contract, named private contract [11], in which the smart
contract data is kept privately in the local node, and not stored in public distributed ledger. This resolves the data privacy issue, and also improve the smart contract performance since less nodes are involved in the private contract. Private contract approach does not provide a distributed and parallel computing architecture for arbitrary computation.

There are some existed works in transforming the blockchain duplicated computing into parallel computing by transforming the consensus protocol of distributed ledger. For examples: FoldingCoin [12] from Stanford University for atomic-level simulations of protein folding, and GridCoin [13] from UC Berkeley. FoldingCoin created a “Proof of Fold” and GridCoin created a “Proof of Research” concept to verify contributed computational power of each participated blockchain node. SETI@home [14] from UC Berkeley accepts GridCoin. Volunteers of SETI@home are given small portions of observed radio signals to scan for potential patterns to identify signs of extraterrestrial life. Participants contribute their computing cycles to scientific research on the blockchain network instead of “Proof of Work” tasks on a traditional blockchain. However, both FoldingCoin and GridCoin need to replace the current blockchain consensus protocol and so are not compatible with the current existed commercial blockchain networks. Hoping that as ASIC miners begin pushing GPU users off the Bitcoin network, they could pick up some spare computing power from cryptocurrency miners and put it into a good use, for example, battle Alzheimer’s disease. These two new distributed consensus protocols employ different consensus computing tasks in each node which are executed in parallel and not duplicated. However, only a rare set of computing tasks can be employed as consensus computation [15]. Such that the use cases for parallel computing is very limited.

In addition to the duplicated computing in maintaining the consensus of distributed ledger, there are also duplicated computing in the smart contract [16]. This paper will address the distributed parallel computing transforming aspect by transforming the smart contract. Smart contract is a new technology made possible by new generation of blockchain [17]. A traditional lawful contract written in paper states the terms of a relationship which can be enforced by law officials. A smart contract enforces a relationship with trusted code running inside the blockchain. Smart contract is created by users and deployed inside the blockchain and executed to enforce the rules exactly as the code is written. Smart contracts can generate events and are triggered by specific events that can be traceable and auditable. Smart contracts suffer from the even more severe duplicated computing issue since smart contracts need to be deployed into all the blockchain nodes, and the identical smart contract codes are executed at the same time in all the nodes. Since smart contract is a user created program code which can be any Turing complete computing intensive codes, e.g. big data analytics or artificial intelligent code, the waste of duplicated computation power is much more than the distributed consensus protocol. On the other hand, smart contract is critical to enable applying blockchain technology across various industrial sectors [18], for example, precision medicine. As such, various innovative mechanisms, especially those that are compliant with the existed commercial blockchain protocol, to effectively transform the smart contract duplicated computing into distributed and parallel computing are very much worthwhile to be investigated.

This paper proposes a new blockchain distributed parallel computing architecture for big data analysis, especially for the precision medicine which data sets are owned by different hospitals, patients, and health service providers and resided in separate locations. Data is the king for the big data analytics, deep learning and artificial intelligence (AI) applications. Data quality decides completely the analytics and learning results. It is reported [19] that 80% of time will be spent in the data preparation in the big data analytics and learning tasks. Our system architecturally positions the data as the first class of citizen of the system as it should be. The design strategy moves the computing engine to the native data sets which is different from the Hadoop mechanism which only moves the computing engine to the internally generated intermediate data during the code executing process. This new distributed parallel computing architecture can be employed to build a large size of distributed hosted medical data set which integrated personal EMR and various medical data. This large data set enables researchers to learn a set of core features and models for the medical domain. Transfer learning algorithm [20] can then be employed to extend these learned core features and models to jump start the deep learning research for medical domain. This approach is similar to employ the ImageNet [21] data set to jump start the transfer learning of convolutional neural network (CNN) [22] for image domain. The researches and developments required to employ Google federated learning [23] and transfer learning algorithms for this new architecture are also discussed. This paper will also illustrate mechanisms leveraging the new architecture to build a real world evidence clinical trial to fulfill USA FDA vision [24] of next generation of clinical trial toward personal and precision medicine.

Our main technical contributions in this paper are: (a) Provide a vision and propose mechanisms to transform original blockchain duplicated computing into distributed parallel computing architecture by transforming the smart contract, (b) Devise a new distributed parallel computing paradigm which positions data as the first class of citizen with moving computing to data strategy, (c) Illustrate mechanisms to build a large medical data sets from various distributed data sources owned and hosted by various hospitals, patients, and service providers to jump start the deep learning research for medical domain, (d) Investigate mechanisms for standardized data sharing to support real world evidence clinical trial toward personal and precision medicine, and (e) Provide a list of
This paper is organized as follow. A brief description of the real world evidence clinical trial with precision medicine is provided at section 2, followed by the description of a new blockchain distributed parallel computing paradigm in section 3, in which the core mechanisms: distributed data management, distributed data sharing, and distributed computing analytics and learning using clinical trial as example are illustrated. The mechanism to transform blockchain smart contract into distributed parallel computing architecture for precision medicine is discussed in section 4, followed by a list of research issues and technical challenges in section 5. A summary is provided in section 6.

II. PRECISION MEDICINE

Barack Obama, president of USA, spoke about the Precision Medicine Initiative in his 2015 State of the Union Address [25, 47], “Tonight, I'm launching a new Precision Medicine Initiative to bring us closer to curing diseases like cancer and diabetes — and to give all of us access to the personalized information we need to keep ourselves and our families healthier.”. Its goal is to take individual differences in genome, environments, and lifestyles into account to better understand the complex mechanisms underlying a patient’s health and disease, and to better predict which personalized treatments will be most effective.

It was also reported in a recent Nature article [26] that people are taking medications that will not help them. The article reported that the top ten highest grossing drugs in the United States only help between 4% and 25% of the people who take them. For some drugs, such as statins routinely used to lower cholesterol, as few as 2% may benefit. There are even drugs that are harmful to certain ethnic groups because of the bias towards white western participants in classical clinical trials. The problem is due to the many issues related to current classical clinical trial process for new drug and needs to be enhanced to next generation of real world evidence clinical trial toward personal and precision treatment as the USA FDA proposed [27]. The real world evidence clinical trial will access the real personal EMR data directly from various hospitals and service providers as the trial go on, and keep on monitoring the efficacy and possible side effects after the drug is approved and used in public. To achieve this next generation of clinical trial process, it requires the collaboration among blockchain, AI, and medical domain expertise.

The precision medicine research is full of challenges. It needs to integrate various data sets and analytics tools, for examples, NGS-related data (bioinformatics) with analytic tools for people’ genome, EMR-related data (clinical informatics) with analytic tools for patient’ health, personal activity record with analytic tools for environments and lifestyles, and big data analytics and deep learning tools for real-time actionable report for treatment. As such, there are technical challenges across domains of computer science, biomedical science, and informatics science. In this paper, we emphasize from the computer science aspect. The technical challenges for computer scientists for precision medicine include (a) lack of common data format as well as real time data sharing standard, (b) lack of large and integrated complexity of heterogeneous data sets of various ownerships (EMR, wearable device health data, environment data, genome data, lifestyle data, and clinical trial data, experiment and research data) for big data analytics and deep learning research, (c) lack of distributed and parallel computing analytical tools for heterogeneous and distributed data, (d) lack of domain knowledge of bioinformatics and medical informatics (mechanism to enable cross domain and international collaboration is therefore extremely needed).

In this paper, we propose and discuss approaches using blockchain technology to address these above technical challenges. Blockchain smart contract technology integrated with AI is used to build a large scale heterogeneous medical data set by distributed management of various data sets of various ownerships and makes it easily available for big data analytics and AI research. Blockchain technology provides mechanisms to achieve real time data sharing standard. Blockchain can also enable a distributed parallel computing environment for heterogeneous and distributed data. Moreover, blockchain can provide a secure, transparent, trust, and easily auditable environment to promote cross domain and international collaboration.

III. BLOCKCHAIN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING PARADIGM

Recently Hadoop computing [28], Grid computing [29], and Cloud computing [30] are among the most popular parallel computing paradigms. Hadoop computing paradigm is a centralized architecture. Each computing node requires high performance CPU and memory. The data needs to be resided at the centralized location of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) hosted by a group of servers. During the Hadoop application code execution process, there are some intermediate data will be generated in each computation circle and will be temporarily stored in some of the HDFS nodes for the next computing circle to use. Hadoop will smartly select the right local computing engine to compute the right intermediate local data since Hadoop knows exactly which HDFS nodes store which particular intermediate data. In such a way, Hadoop employs the strategy of moving the computing to data strategy. However, the strategy is limited only in its internally computing process during the code executing time, and only deal with the intermediate data generated internally from the code executing process. Grid computing paradigm is a distributed and parallel architecture. Basically every node can ask to join the grid computing network and contribute its unused computing power for the aggregated computing. Each node performs a different task/application. Coordinating tasks on grids across distributed computing resources is a complex
Grid computing is suited to multiple tasks which can be executed independently without internal communication. Cloud computing paradigm is a centralized computing architecture, in which the computing resources can be virtualized into virtual machines for parallel but individual computing model. The cloud computing resources featuring with the elasticity property. There is hybrid computing paradigm [31] in combing the cloud elasticity property into the grid computing using super computer grid.

All these above approaches architecturally treat the computing engines and data sets separately and independently. These approaches all assume that they own all the data sets and the data is available and placed at the right location for the computing engine to freely access. In fact, architecturally their designs consider only the computing engine parts. However, in the big data computing world of big data analysis, AI, and deep learning, data is the king. Data sets can be owned by different entities and organizations. Analytics results will depend on the data used. Same data will possibly have different result using different brand of analytics tools. It is therefore logical that computing engine and data sets should be considered as an integral entity in the design of a distributed and parallel architecture right at the beginning of the system architecture design.

![System architecture for blockchain distributed parallel computing paradigm](image)

**Figure 1.** System architecture for blockchain distributed parallel computing paradigm

The mechanism we propose for investigation in this paper is to design smart contracts as light weight as possible and only function as the access policy control point which in turn manage the off-chain real arbitrary computation codes and data sets. The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The smart contract code is deployed in blockchain and run the same code in all the nodes (smart contract A in Figure 1).

The on-chain smart contract code communicates with the different off-chain control codes (control code N and control code N+1 in Figure 1). For a given on-chain smart contract code which runs on all blockchain nodes are identical. Such that our system is compliant with the existed commercial blockchain protocol. However, the off-chain control code which communicate with on-chain smart contract of each node is different. Each individual control code will feed different data to the smart contract. As a result, each smart contract on each node will effectively behave differently. Effectively, the behavior of smart contract of individual node will be independently managed by its correspondent control node. The control node will redirect the smart contract to utilize the various off-chain analytics tools for various off-chain data sets at the right time. The on-chain smart contract will be used to enforce the ownership right and fine grain access policy of off-chain data and analytics code. Each off-chain data and analytics code will need to register and record its ownership right and access policy in the blockchain.

Leveraging this innovative seamless collaboration of on-chain and off-chain technology, smart contract in each node therefore accesses the different off-chain data sets (task N data sets and task N+1 data sets in Figure 1) and coordinate the different off-chain arbitrary computation codes (task N code and task N+1 code in Figure 1). As such, our mechanism will be compliant with the existed commercial blockchain network protocol and effectively transform blockchain into distributed parallel computing architecture. This architecture positions the data as the first class of citizen and is designed to seamlessly integrate code and data. The data sets can be resided virtually everywhere. We assume that the data sets will be owned and hosted by separated and independent organizations, for examples, hospitals, patients, and service providers. Data sets will be protected securely inside each secure infrastructure of hosted sites. We assume that all the data hosted sites will build its own computing infrastructure to run analytics tools. The system will automatically detect which computing tools are required and then deploy and run the analytics tools for the right data sets at the hosted site. In this case, innovative distributed and parallel computing algorithms are needed to avoid that expensive computing facility is required for each individual data hosted sites. For examples, the researches and developments of new innovative decomposition mechanisms are required to decompose a complicated analytics into distributed and parallel tasks which can be run in the blockchain distributed parallel smart contract environment. The new mechanisms allowing the blockchain smart contract to manage and enforce its integrity of the off-chain data and code are also needed to be developed.

In the case that we need for data exchange among sites for the analytics, real world evidence clinical trial, and medical practice purpose, or in the case where the required computing is too expensive to be deployed in all individual data hosted sites, we can then build a centralize computing entity which
run by trustful 3rd party, for example, government agency like FDA. Our system can then provide a standard secure and real time health information exchange mechanism that the required data sets can then be dynamically exchanged to each other. In this case, Figure 1 describes the system architecture of each data hosted site. Each data hosted site represents a medical blockchain node in Figure 2 which will communicate with each other and form a global medical blockchain network illustrated in Figure 2. Government agency (e.g., FDA) can be as a special blockchain node in the medical blockchain which can facilitate as a trusted or law-required middleman for health data exchange and can be equipped with powerful computing engine and large data storage infrastructure. The system architecture to support the global medical blockchain is illustrated in Figure 2.

A. Distributed Data Management

There is a positively proportional relationship in the amount of training data required and the size of parameters of the model. The number of parameters in the model should be large enough to capture relations in the training data. If the complexity of the problem is high, the number of parameters and the amount of training data required is also very large. It is therefore generally required to have a large amount of training data for a successful deep learning of a realistic application. For examples, it requires 1.2 M images for VGGNet [32] to train 1000 image categories of 140M parameters; requires 1.1M spot videos for DeepVideo [33] to train video categories of 100M parameters; and requires 6M sentence pairs and 340M words for GNMT (Google translation) [34] to train English text to French text translation. Moreover, most recent innovative deep learning CNN (convolutional neural Network) networks, such as, AlexNet [35], VGG [36], Network in Network [37], GoogleLeNet [38], and ResNet [39], they are all performing training and learned models using a very large common core dataset (e.g. ImageNet [40], which contains 1.2 million images with 1000 categories). Due to the availability of the large ImageNet core common data sets in the image domain, researchers can build a set of core learned features to advance the deep learning research in the image domain by leveraging transfer learning mechanisms. In practice, very few people train an entire CNN from scratch with random initialization for image domain, because it is relatively rare to have a training dataset of sufficient size.

TCGA [53] is currently the most important and popular database for the cancer and precision medicine research around the world. TCGA is managed by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) of Unite States. “TCGA collected and characterized high quality tumor and matched normal samples from over 11000 patients. The data set contains (a) clinical information about participants, (b) metadata about the samples, (c) histopathology slide images from sample portions, and (d) molecular information derived from the samples.”. It is very expensive and huge efforts to be able to build TCGA database for cancer research. Currently, the TCGA database is therefore served as a corner stone for the cancer and precision medicine research. Huge numbers of academic research papers had been published based on it. Although TCGA comprises more than two petabytes of genomic data, but the size of the sample points (11000 patients) is very small, by TCGA itself is far from sufficient to support reasonable deep learning researches for medical domain under normal circumstances.

We need to have mechanisms to establish such large size of an initial core big data training sets to jump start the deep learning for medical domain. The availability of large core training data sets creates a high barrier in almost every domain, the huddle is even much higher in the medical domain due to the huge size of the distributed data sets, ownership, privacy, and administrative and government regulation/policy imposed to the medical data. Most biomedical, medical, personal
healthcare related wearable IoT devices databases have been developed and owned in silos. Patients went to various healthcare providers and hospitals through the course of their lives and leave their EMR scattered around in various medical databases. Biomedical and public health researchers require the ability to analyze information from many sources in order to identify public health risks, develop new treatments and cures, and enable precision medicine.

A recent study by Greg Irving and John Holden [48] showed that using the blockchain is a low-cost independent verification method for verifying the report data integrity of scientific research. They proposed to create a hash for the raw data set and create a transaction in the public bitcoin blockchain distributed ledger to store the hash value of raw data in the created blockchain transaction. As such, the data modification can be easily detected by any peer. This approach can be used to link the off-chain data sets to blockchain. Alternatively, the authors of this paper also previously described approaches [18] to integrate various data sets by creating a virtualized SQL data based on the schema request from user’s query.

We propose in this paper that Blockchain smart contract technology and monitor node will be applied to securely and privately build correlated personal healthcare records from various locations. Blockchain technology can be a solution to build such a large size core initial training data sets for medical domain by enabling the individual and distributed EMR data sets hosted by various hospitals and service providers to be securely available as a group for deep learning and advance the transfer learning in medical domain. The system architecture for heterogeneous data integration is illustrated in Figure 3. A monitor node is used to monitor all the related smart contract events which would like to access the managed heterogeneous data sets. The monitor mode is a mechanism for our system to securely bridge the smart contract and the external world by remote procedure calls which will return a standard format to smart contract access.

B. Distributed Data Sharing

Since our data sets is virtually composed from distributed data sets as previously described in the distributed data management section. We need to have a mechanism to ensure the data integrity and share the data for global modeling. To make this point clear, we discuss in more detail using clinical trial as example. For the data integrity issue, since 2007, US drug regulators have asked all clinical trials that test recruited subjects must be registered in the publicly accessible database ClinicalTrials.gov [41]. However, despite mandates for open access to the protocols and data captured in clinical trials, the issue of clinical trial data integrity remains. According to COMPare [42], a recent project to monitor clinical trials, just nine in 67 trials it studied (13 percent) had reported results correctly. There are near 20000 registrations per year at ClinicalTrials.gov, COMPare project findings show only the tip of the iceberg of the data integrity problem. China government reported [43] about 80% of clinical trial data performed in China is falsified. Blockchain can provide transparency and integrity to all data that could dissuade those who attempt to selectively report only good outcomes. For the data sharing issue, IT systems that now support the US Health Information Exchange (HIE) medical data exchange standards [44] are both opaque and un-auditable. Even there are many complaints reported to USA government about the data sharing problems encountered, and the USA government understood and acknowledged there are violations of the HIE law, but USA government cannot decide which involved parties to blame due to the complexity of the process as well as the opaque and un-audibility in nature of the current IT system. USA government is therefore reported [45] that it is the current IT system to be blamed. In addition, HIE medical data exchange is conducted through secure e-mail. As a result, various medical data sources cannot be integrated, and cannot directly be used for AI analysis to support accurate medical treatment. Blockchain can be used to explore medical data sharing mechanisms that can be standardized, transparent, and directly interfaced with analytics tools and AI computing.

In order to achieve the FDA vision of future real world evidence clinical trial, personal clinical trial data needs to be directly accessed from various hospitals and service providers. Such that it can be easily traceable to audit the trial, recruit the unbiased trial participants, and continuously monitor in near real time for any personal side effects and drug efficacy. Blockchain can provide mechanisms for standardized medical data sharing. Currently, there is an initial discussion of standardized activity for clinical trial based on blockchain from IEEE standard association [46] supported by USA FDA, and we had submitted a proposal for standardization. This blockchain for clinical trial standardization activity is a good starting point to investigate further the distributed data sharing mechanism.

![Figure 3. System for heterogeneous data integration](attachment:image-url)
C. Distributed Computing Analytics and Learning

Standard machine learning approaches require centralized the training data on a location where the computing engine co-located. However, in most of the cases it is impossible to copy or move the medical related data sets to a centralized location. Medical data sets are created and owned by different service providers and individual patients and hosted by various hospitals and service providers at different locations due to privacy, data ownership, security, huge size of the medical data sets, and various access policy requirements. The data sets become more decentralized for the precision medicine research since the analytics needs to combine all the genome, life style, and environment data sets. These data sets could also be generated from various wearable devices and hosted virtually everywhere.

Transfer learning mechanism formed the basis of the CNN deep learning models for image domain. Previously we had discussed to leverage blockchain distributed parallel computing architecture to build a core distributed data sets to serve as a basis for the transfer learning for medical domain. However, the ImageNet data set for the transfer learning in the image domain is centralized located. So are the current transfer learning algorithms which are centralized. There is no distributed transfer learning algorithm available. In our case, the data sets are distributed located, so there is a need to investigate distributed transfer learning algorithms that can be executed in distributed and parallel fashion. Especially, it should be a good fit that the distributed transfer learning mechanisms become an integrated part of the distributed learning mechanism in the new blockchain distributed parallel computing environment.

Google researchers introduced a distributed learning approach, named federated learning, that enables mobile phones to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model while keeping all the training data on local devices. The models learned from individual devices can then be composed into an improved completed learned model in a centralized location. All the training data remains on devices locally. Google federated learning allows for smarter models, lower latency, and less power consumption, all while ensuring privacy.

Google federated learning has many algorithmic and technical challenges. Google federated learning approach makes use of the millions of heterogeneous phones as computation and data storage devices. In addition, these devices have significantly higher-latency, lower-throughput network connections and are only intermittently available for training. Google federated learning research are currently focus on solving the high latency and low throughput network connection challenges.

We will apply the core idea of Google federated learning and transfer learning to transform blockchain smart contract into distributed parallel computing architecture. However, the technical challenges encountered in the Google federated learning and transfer learning are different from our situation. Our system assumes each individual computing server is a very powerful computing engine which is needed since most of the analytics and machine learning algorithms in the medical domain demand complicated computation. In our setting, the computing engine and data are distributed located. Therefore, our main challenge is to innovate a new distributed transfer learning algorithm, as well as to innovate a modified distributed federated learning with an optimization of query decomposition algorithm and implemented into the smart contract environment to meet the user query demand.

IV. TRANSFORM BLOCKCHAIN INTO DISTRIBUTED PARALLEL COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE FOR PRECISION MEDICINE

This is an international collaboration project among Asia University, China Medical University, Taiwan, University of Missouri, University of California, Irvine, and National Institute of Health (NIH), USA. The goal is to design and build an international AI medical blockchain data platform for AI research in healthcare and precision medicine. We begin our investigation with clinical trial, brain stroke and cancer diseases. The research focus is to transform blockchain smart contract into distributed parallel computing architecture to achieve the patient centric medicine by exploring standardized, trusted and secure data exchange methodologies with deep learning analysis for personal healthcare and precision medicine. The overall smart contract management architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Blockchain smart contract management architecture

The smart contract will first validate each input request before executing. There are 3 categories of smart contract request: data contract request, analytics contract request, and clinical trial contract request. Data contract is used for requesting the data sets, analytics contract is used for
requesting the computing of analytics tools or learning models, and clinical trial contract is used for managing clinical trial participants’ recruitment and continuously trail monitoring. For security reason, on-chain smart contract is strictly limited or without direct external communication capability with outside world, and so we need to design a special data oracle mechanism by remote procedure call to bridge on-chain smart contract monitoring and off-chain data sets, analytics tools, and learning model as shown in Figure 4.

The huge size of the medical data set renders the operations of copying or moving data around for the analytics computing very expensive and impossible most of the time due to the privacy and ownership issues and medical data policy requirements. Medical data sets are therefore needed to be hosted locally inside the IT infrastructure premises of each individual hospitals or medical service providers. The transformed blockchain smart contract mechanism will apply under such environment and move the computing engine to the data for analytics and various distributed learning models.

Architecturally, the transform consists of three steps: (a) decompose the data query and analytics request into local systems as illustrated in Figure 5, (b) execute the transformed blockchain smart contract in each local system as illustrated in Figure 6, and (c) compose the local models and results into completed model and result as illustrated in the data service modules in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Decompose query into local system smart contract

The overall system consists of two layers, the top layer (Figure 5) is used for users to submit the request, and the bottom layer (Figure 6) is used for the individual participated medical entity or organization to execute the request. The system provides mechanisms for users to submit requests for retrieving the data or executing analytics tools. If the users’ submitted requests are retrieving data, the system will return the encrypted data which only the requesting user can decrypt. Users (e.g., researchers) do not need to know where the data physically resided, in fact, users can not know where the data resided most of the cases. The system will automatically return optimal data retrieved and compiled from various distributed data sets. The returned data format will be based on users’ requested schema. If the users’ submitted requests are executing analytics tools for particular data. The system will execute the requested analytics tools locally with the locally data resided in each individual premise (see Figure 6). The individual results will then be composed and models updated before returning to users (see Figure 5).

We need to transform the data sets hosted by individual hospital and service provider as illustrated in the “local transformed blockchain system” component in Figure 5. The transform mechanism has been described in the section 3. The function of the query service component in Figure 5 is to understand the user request by nature language processing (NLP) and decompose the requests into various local transformed blockchain system to access data and execute the request. Users can also submit the requests in the form of query vector which consists of various parameters expressing the users’ query interest. After individual data or learned models have been returned from individual local systems, the models will be composed and optimally updated by global data services component before returning to users.

The request decomposition and composition operation is technically very challenging, and full of research topics. For examples, how to convert and map NLP to the query vector, what is the optimal parameters in the query vector for a given query topic, how to convert the query vector into smart contract, how to compose and updated the global model from various distributed local models (federated learning), how to extend the distributed learned models into the other model in the medical domain (distributed transfer learning).

Figure 6. Local transformed blockchain system
The “local transformed blockchain system” component in Figure 5 is zoomed into next level of details as illustrated in Figure 6 where it represents a single protected premise of individual hospital or service provider that hosted the data sets and analytics tools. The input to this system is the decomposed query vectors that sent from global query service. Each local system needs to transform and map the query vector into smart contracts for data access and analytics tools execution.

The main functions of various modules shown in both Figure 5 and 6 are briefly summarized as follows. Blockchain Data Sharing Management Services safeguard data ownership, security and privacy to establish relevant personal health records from different locations and relevant biological data in different databases. Blockchain technology is used to integrate and enable secure and auditable data sharing among various localized databases hosted by various health service providers. This module will support standardization of HIE and enforcement of data integrity for clinical trial. Data Services provide good quality of data. The good analytics results of AI algorithms are from the quality of the data, not the amount of data. The good data quality needs to be based on a set of standard data collection systems and analysis tools. Each analytics tool and targeted research will need its own optimized data properties for better results. Utilize AI to optimize the common data format for integrating various EMR and medical data sets. Analytics Services move computing to data (medical big data size is not suitable to move data to computing strategy). Blockchain smart contract will manage the right computing tool to right data set at the right time. The analytics decision tree is based on the resulting data and condition of the results of previous computing step. The pipeline of these tools need dynamically established. Use the industry standard tools and frameworks like Tensorflow [49], Torch [50], Caffe [51], and Keras [52] to train data into models. Blockchain new distributed and parallel computing paradigm can bridge off-chain distributed parallel computing engine as well as data sets and on-chain control and pipeline management. Research and development on distributed federated learning and distributed transfer learning mechanisms can then be used to train the models. Query Services accept data query and analytics request. It supports NLP for natural language query. The main technical challenge is to invent innovative algorithms to convert the query request into optimized query vector, and map the query vector into smart contracts.

V. RESEARCH ISSUES AND TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

There are full of research issues and difficult challenges in fulfilling the vision of transforming blockchain into distributed parallel computing architecture for precision medicine described in this paper. For starter, this is a new area where leads to forward-looking research and development. Some of the research issues and technical challenges are listed below.

• Explore distributed federated learning and distributed transfer learning mechanisms within the blockchain distributed parallel computing paradigm framework to particularly apply for the precision medicine.
• Explore the use of blockchain smart contracts for medical data sharing mechanisms that can be standardized, transparent, scrutinized, and docked directly to AI analytics.
• Explore innovative algorithms to convert the query request into optimized query vector, and map the query vector into smart contracts to meet the user query demand.
• Explore blockchain distributed data management mechanisms to integrate data sets owned and hosted in all legacy systems, hospitals and service providers.
• Explore to achieve real time HIE and real world evidence next generation of clinical trial toward personal and precision medicine.
• Explore mechanisms to integrate various legacy EMR formats.
• Explore the optimized data query vector for a given research target and query request.
• Explore alliance AI technologies within the new blockchain distributed parallel architecture to dramatically boost the combined impact.

VI. SUMMARY

A vision and mechanisms to transform original blockchain duplicated computing into distributed parallel computing architecture are proposed and briefly investigated. This results in a new distributed parallel computing paradigm which features data as the first class of citizen with moving computing to data strategy. Distributed data management, distributed data sharing, and distributed computing analytics and learning are the core mechanisms in the new architecture. Various benefits, approaches and use cases of this architecture are described. For examples, to build a large distributed medical data sets from various distributed data sources owned and hosted by various individual patients, hospitals and service providers to jump start the deep learning researches for medical domain; to discuss medical data sharing mechanisms that can be standardized, transparent, audited, and docked directly to AI analytics; and to fulfill the USA FDA vision of establishing a next generation of clinical trial with real world evidence toward personal and precision medicine. Research issues and technical challenges are also provided.
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